INDUSTRIAL INTERNET IN ACTION

CASE STUDY

Developing Smart Tools for the
Airbus Factory of the Future
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Today’s aerospace factory floor is nothing like the hectic, noisy production facility of the past.
The latest techniques, designs, and equipment make modern manufacturing efficient, organized,
and structured. And what about tomorrow? The future of the aircraft factory is a research and
technology project aimed to push emerging technologies to improve the competitiveness of
Airbus manufacturing processes where manual operations are still predominant today.

THE CHALLENGE
Manufacturing and assembly of aircraft, which involve tens of thousands of steps that must be
followed by operators, and a single mistake in the process could cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars to fix, making the room for error very small.

THE SOLUTION
Adding intelligence to the tools and shopfloor systems will help to simplify the production
process and provide improved efficiency for the production process by managing and checking
the tasks the operator is completing. Using the National Instruments (NI) System on Module, we
will be able to quickly prototype these smart tools using NI’s approach to system design.

RESULTS
“We evaluated several systems on modules (SOMs) and embedded single-board computers
(SBCs), and there is no comparison to the software integration offered by NI. We estimate
that our time to deliver with the NI SOM is a tenth of the time using alternative approaches
because of the productivity gains of NI’s approach to system design, particularly with NI
Linux Real-Time and the LabVIEW FPGA Module.”
- Sébastien Boria, Airbus
Cyber-physical systems and Big Analog Data™ enable a smarter, operator-centric production that
allows operators and machines to collaborate in the same physical environment. The Factory of
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the Future also implies the extensive use of a modular platform with a high level of abstraction
based on commercial off-the-shelf modules. One of the key components for improving efficiency
in the Factory of the Future is smarter tools. These smart devices are designed to communicate
with a main infrastructure or locally with operators or other tools, but only when it is required
provide situational awareness and make real-time decisions based on local and distributed
intelligence in the network.
In the case of a manufacturing facility, smart tools can help simplify the production process and
improve efficiency by removing physical data logs and manuals. Operators must focus on their
operational tasks, during which they need to keep their hands free for using the appropriate
tools. Most of the previous initiatives linked to “paperless projects” were focused on “paper
suppression,” or replacing paper with tablets, but they still consumed “passive/dead data.” Smart
tools enable another alternative, “data in context,” which is generated and consumed
continuously—in other words, “live data.”
Developing an airplane involves
tens of thousands of steps that
operators must follow with many
checks in place to ensure quality. By
adding intelligence to the system,
the smart tools understand the
actions that the operator must
perform next and automatically
adjust the tools to the proper
settings, which simplifies the task
for the operator. Once the action is
completed, the smart tools can also
monitor and log the results of the
action, which improves the
efficiency of the production
process.

Typical aircraft assembly environment

As an example, a given subassembly of an airplane has roughly 400,000 points that need to be
tightened down, which requires over 1,100 basic tightening tools in the current production
process. The operator has to closely follow a list of steps and ensure the proper torque law
settings for each location using the correct tool. Because of the manual process, human error
adds a lot of risk to the production. This is significant since even a single location being tightened
down incorrectly could cost hundreds of thousands of dollars in the long run. A smart tightening
tool understands which task the operator is about to perform using vision to process its
surroundings and automatically set the torque. And the device can record the outcome of the
task in a central database to ensure the location was set properly. With the central manufacturing
execution system (MES) database and the distributed intelligence of the devices, production
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managers can precisely pinpoint the procedures and processes that need to be reviewed during
quality control and certification.
Airbus is launching the development of three smart tool families that perform different
manufacturing processes: drilling, measuring, and quality data logging and tightening.

ABOUT NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
Since 1976, National Instruments has made it possible for engineers and scientists to solve the
world’s greatest engineering challenges with powerful, flexible technology solutions that
accelerate productivity and drive rapid innovation. Customers from a wide variety of industries –
from healthcare to automotive and from consumer electronics to particle physics – use NI’s
integrated hardware and software platform to improve the world we live in.

ABOUT THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET CONSORTIUM
National Instruments has been a member of the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) since June,
2014. The Industrial Internet Consortium is a global public-private organization of over 150
members, formed to accelerate the development, adoption and wide-spread use of
interconnected machines and devices, intelligent analytics, and people at work. Founded by
AT&T, Cisco, General Electric, IBM and Intel in March 2014, the Industrial Internet Consortium
catalyzes and coordinates the priorities and enabling technologies of the Industrial Internet. Visit
www.iiconsortium.org.1
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